
Installing the Operating System

Up to this stage we have been using Scientific Linux in a live format. This means that you
boot Scientific Linux off a disk (DVD or USB Flash drive) and you use the Operating System
without actually having it installed on your own disk. The unobtrusive way in which we use
live media has advantages and disadvantages.

Advantages
● try before you commit to installing the actual OS
● great for experimenting
● works in a diskless environment
● great for fixing your broken current installation (be it Microsoft Windows or Linux)
● great for conducting transactions in security sensitive environments like banking

Disadvantages
● your changes are not persistent (it won’t survive a reboot)
● not ideal for long term use
● if you run it off a CD, it performs slower than if you had it running off a hard drive
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The live media which you’ve been provided as part of The Linux Club curriculum allows
installation of Scientific Linux on your hard drive.

Simply reboot your system and when you see the screen below, just hit any key on your
keyboard.

Once you’ve hit any key (we used the up arrow), you will see a menu and one of the items is
Install. Select this option.
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!!! TIP !!!

Should you encounter problems using the Install option you can reboot the system and
select Install (Text Mode) to try again.

The installation process is quite simple with the first prompts asking you about:

● the language to be used
● the keyboard layout to be used
● the storage devices to be used (in all scenarios for The Linux Club we will use basic

storage)
● name of your computer
● time zone which you’re part of
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The next part is very important and this is the password for the administrative user on
Linux, called root.

!!! NOTE !!!

Your Linux system is equipped to caution you about choosing weak passwords. Your
system has a dictionary of well known passwords and should you choose a password
which is found in the dictionary, you’re warned about this and the system recommends
choosing a different password.
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The next screen covers partitioning and this is very important - especially if you want to
dual boot.
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If you want to Then choose this option

Have Linux remove any existing Operating Systems and
create a partitioning layout for a new installation of
Linux

Use All Space

Replace your existing Linux installation(s) and keep your
other existing Operating Systems

Replace Existing Linux
System(s)

Retain your existing Operating System(s) but cannot
accommodate a new Linux installation due to
insufficient space

Shrink Current System

Install Linux on the unpartitioned space on your disk(s) Use Free Space

Know what you’re doing and don’t need this guide Use Custom Layout

!!! NOTE !!!
The default is Replace Existing Linux System(s)

At this stage, your system proceeds to install and it is rebooted afterwards. If you do not
remove the disk which you booted off originally, you will boot into the Live Operating
System once again.

The first time your new system initializes, it wants to prepare your system for you use. It
requests you to:

● create a normal user account which you will use
● set the date and time

Once you’ve completed the above, you’re set to start enjoying your own installation of
Scientific Linux customized by Enterprise Linux Professionals.
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Activities

Install 2 instances of Scientific Linux on your disk
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